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Help Your Students 
Find Their Voice

Created specifically for individuals in 
Spanish for Spanish Speakers classes,  
En voz alta: Español para hispanohablantes 
supports the unique needs of students 
who are often navigating between various 
cultures, languages, and communities.

En voz alta encourages students to make meaningful 
connections, to embrace their unique heritages, and 
celebrate themselves. By deepening their language 
skills, supporting a wide range of proficiency throughout 
every unit, and fostering the discovery of culture and 
community engagement, this program helps each 
student find their voice to express themselves with 
purpose and confidence.

En voz alta: 
Español para 
hispanohablantes 
is an innovative 
and rigorous 3-year 
blended solution 
explicitly designed 
to meet the needs of 
Spanish speakers in 
grades 6–12.



A student-centered, inclusive mindset
At the heart of En voz alta is a student-centered focus that welcomes and affirms students’ individuality and offers a 
safe space for self-discovery, celebration of heritage and culture, and deep personal growth.

Language growth that is tailored and meaningful
En voz alta employs an individualized approach to language growth through content that is truly tailored to each 
student. Just-in-time, color-coded differentiation is embedded throughout each unit, by mode, skill, topic or task 
complexity, giving each student exactly what they need. No matter what background, experiences, or language 
abilities, En voz alta gives each student a voice by building linguistic growth and confidence across all modes of 
communication and strengthening their literacy skills and academic vocabulary.

A variety of resource types 
meaningfully engages students 
at the right level, with topics that 
concern and affect the whole 
Spanish-speaking world. A range 
of reading selections—literature, 
informational texts, infographics 
and authentic materials—
supports discussions, analysis, 
and debates about culture, 
heritage, and the benefits of 
community. Authentic, appealing 
short films serve to deepen 
connections with the cultures of 
Spanish-speaking communities.

Woven throughout each unit are 
real-world, globally significant 
topics and language that fully 
embraces and recognizes each 
student’s unique heritage, 
background, and linguistic ability. 
Activities such as discussion, 
reflection, and journaling help 
students shape their identity 
and explore their personal 
experiences and knowledge. In 
fostering an inclusive culture 
of true diversity, En voz alta 
celebrates students just as they 
are and encourages them to be 
their whole selves.
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Strengthening Spanish for purpose and impact
Students make connections to understand their roles as receiving and contributing members of their 
communities. With new confidence and understanding, students are empowered to see how Spanish can 
transform their lives now and in the future. And En voz alta equips and encourages them to use their voice to 
give back to their communities in innovative and sustainable ways. Throughout each unit, En voz alta builds 
global awareness and a forum for discussion of the most relevant and significant themes that affect the world 
and their communities, preparing students to be powerful advocates and citizens.

Relevant cultural experiences

Students engage with meaningful content across the 
Spanish-speaking world via vast libraries available in 
the online learning environment. 

• Full Leveled eReader Library: Provide all 
learners with access to Latin American and Spanish 
literature with a complete library of dozens of 
leveled digital readers. The extensive and varied 
library ensures access to literacy and encourages 
independent reading.

• iCulture—continuously updated videos, 
articles, and songs: Encourage exploration of a 
variety of Spanish-speaking cultures through an 
ever-growing library of travel videos, thematic 
videos, news articles, and songs. New content 
is added to an extensive archive every month. 
Having a variety of resources available is the best 
way to promote curiosity as students deepen 
their understanding of their own community and 
connect to other communities in the Spanish-
speaking world.
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eReader iCulture
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Engaging Online Experience

Students strengthen and expand speaking skills with multimodal tools in our dynamic online learning 
environment.

Performance:  
Design oral proficiency tasks that allow students to shine in their use of Spanish on a 
variety of topics with our exclusive Performance tool. Students respond to prompts 
with video, creating artifacts of their learning that allow for self-reflection on their 
performance.

Performance Flip

Microsoft Flip*:  
Create community through this fully-embedded video discussion tool. Students are 
encouraged to find their voice as they record responses to speaking prompts and 
participate in collaborative discussions about topics that are important to them. 

Custom Content:  
Access all program resources, assign custom or preloaded activities and 
communicative tasks, evaluate student work, and provide meaningful feedback—all in 
one easy-to-use platform.

*Microsoft and Flip are trademarks of 
the Microsoft group of companies.

Providing meaningful 
proficiency-based 
instruction is more 
accessible than ever 
with the use of Carnegie 
Learning’s online 
learning environment. 
Tools like Performance 
and iCulture help to 
facilitate authentic 
language learning while 
saving teachers precious 
planning time.

Melissa
World Languages 

District Facilitator and Teacher

“

”
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En voz alta Program Components 
One level of access provides all program resources, for all course levels, via the online learning environment.

Resources may vary slightly by level.
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Student Resources
Student Activity Resources
All accessible and assignable online
• Student Edition*
• Workbook*

Digital Content Libraries
• Full eReader Library
• iCulture: continuously updated videos,  

articles, and songs

Teacher Resources
Teacher Planning Resources
• Teacher’s Guide*
• Assessments
• Edulastic
• Can-Do Statements
*also available in print

Helping Your Students Find Their Voice
Take a digital tour of all the content and resources included  

in this immersive learning program.



Beyond En voz alta
Want to provide a blended learning program across more languages? You’ll also like our high-quality blended 
solutions for Spanish, French, German, Chinese, and Italian. We also offer supplemental solutions for cultural 
immersion resources, exploratory classes, and visual learning.
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Learn more at: 

www.carnegielearning.com/solutions/world-languages  

Join a growing community of passionate world languages 
educators like you who are helping their students embrace 
new cultures, discover worlds outside their own, and love 
language. 

Join the community: 

www.carnegielearning.com/languageislimitless  

The T’es branché? series is full of 
interesting content and modern 
language that is highly engaging 
for both my students and me. 
The series does a superior job 
of integrating French culture 
from France and also many 
other francophone cultures from 
around the world.

Julie, Teacher


